
With intuitive functions, an easy to read display, built-in directories and convenient 

barcode tracking, Pevco Link makes sending pharmaceuticals, specimens and 

blood products fast, safe and simple. 

Deliveries are documented in real time and arrive when and where 
they are needed—so medical professionals can stay focused on 
providing the best patient care possible.

Features:

•   Built-in A to Z Directory provides a complete list of station  
 addresses that is easy to use and update

•  Twelve Shortcut Keys —customizable for each station—make  
 sending to the most frequent destinations simple

• Large Keypad for users who prefer to enter station 
 addresses directly 

•   Integrated barcode reader* for tracking and documentation of  
 high-value items

• User-friendly web application for real-time review of all barcode  
 tracked transactions

• Send and request empty carriers with the touch of a button

•   Important messages, like Secure carrier arrived, are easily 
 visible in large, bold graphics

•   Access special features and instructions with the Options Key

LinkTM
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Learn more about Pevco Link at www.pevco.com 
or call 1.800.296.7382

1401 Tangier Drive,  Baltimore, Maryland  21220   
Tel: 410.931.8800   800.296.7382   Fax: 410.931.4660

www.pevco.com

Healthcare’s Pneumatic Tube Delivery System ExpertTM

Three ways to use Pevco Link

Tracked Send. Know exactly what item was sent, when it 
left, when it arrived and even who received patient-critical 
cargo with barcode tracking. Transaction data is easily 
accessed from the touch control and more detailed records 
are available through an accompanying web application. 

Secure Send. Ideal for sending sensitive items without 
barcode tracking, a 3-digit code must be entered at the 
receiving station before the carrier drops into the bin.

Standard Send. No authorization or barcodes required. 
Simply select the carrier destination using a shortcut button, 
directory menu or keypad. 

Bright, contrasting graphics make it easy to complete a 
transaction with confidence. Large keys are responsive 
and easy to read, reducing the chance of error.

* Pevco Link is also available without a barcode 
reader for stations that do not require tracking.


